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In the presence of  a significant number of  representatives of  civil 
society organizations, government agencies and company 
representatives, Civil Development Organization (CDO) in partnership 
with the German Consulate General in Erbil, the Sulaimaniyah 
Directorate of  Monitoring and Development, announced the start 
ceremony of  a new project “to develop translation of  sign language to 
the unheard". The aim of  organizing this ceremony was to introduce 
the basic objectives of  the project and the participants of  the language 
course referred to the attendees.

New Project in Partnership with 
the German Consulate General 

By displaying the work of  the government 
and civil society groups and having such 
projects, a crucial service may be 
rendered to the voiceless, this endeavor is 
warmly welcomed from us as the 
government side

Mr. Klemens Semtner, the General Consul of  Germany 
in Kurdistan, is thanked by CDO for his continued 
support of  our initiatives, his friendly welcome, and for 
volunteering his time on his last day of  work in 
Kurdistan. It should be noted that the German Foreign 
Ministry, through its consulate in Erbil, has financially 
supported two CDO initiatives in the previous years

The General Directorate of  Social Welfare and 
Development in Sulaymaniyah and CDO will 
work together to start the project of  developing 
a translating language of  reference to the 
unheard. The project will provide unheard-of 
help in meeting their demands when interacting 
with the courts and other KRG institutions

Dr. Haval Abubakr
The Governor of  Sulaymaniyah

Bakhtyar Ahmad
General Director

Rozha Gharib
CDO Projects
 Coordinator 



Within 20 days in August, Coordination Phase of  the Project 
 and the communication team, under supervision of  the 
General Director, conducted coordination and advocacy 
meeting with a number of  government stakeholders:

Judge Mr. Jasim Jaza Jaffer, Chief  Judge of  the
Sulaimaniyah District Court of  Appeals, and
Judge Mr. Omar Ahmad Mohammed, Chief  Judge
of  the Sulaimaniyah Criminal Court

Signing an MoU with Mrs. Kwestan Mohammed, 
Minister of  Labor and Social Affairs

Sulaymaniyah’s General Director of  Police

The General Director of  Education in
Sulaymaniyah

The General Director of  Health in Sulaymaniyah

The General Director of  Social Welfare and
Development in Sulaymaniyah
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Coordination Phase of the Project 



We are thrilled that our roundtables were able to successfully reach 
out to the KRI and Iraqi cities. Since one of  our objectives is to build 
local processes that support media professionals and journalists 
quickly discover solutions to foster social harmony and 
coexistence, this is regarded as a significant accomplishment.

 Establishment and Capacity Building for
Young Media Professionals forums

to Promote Social Cohesion II 
Funded by the German Development Cooperation, is implemented by CDO, 

Metro Center, the Jordan Center for Defending Freedom of  Journalists (CDFJ), 
and supported by UNDP.

 Roundtable Discussion Reached Iraqi Babylon and Anbar

Two roundtable discussions were held in Babylon and Anbar, respectively, 
in August. The roundtable discussions were attended by 40 academic 
professors, seasoned journalists, and representatives of  related media 
foundations and institutes to discuss the state of  the media in the 
governorate, the difficulties facing media professionals, and suggestions 
for enhancing and developing the media in their regions.

First Roundtable in Babylon: 26 attendees 

Second Roundtable in Anbar: 18 attendees 

Naz Aras
 Project Manager



A new book including four policies on journalism is produced as measures 
towards encouraging peace and coexistence from the viewpoint of  legal 
experts and university lecturers, is published. The policies cover fake news, 
hate speech, journalism ethics, and coexistence. Young journalists will be 
able to use the information in the book to get familiar with the standards for 
journalism practices and put those standards into practice in their careers.

This is the first time a book on peace concerns within the varied 
groups of  Iraq has been published. This will be a first step towards 
further documentation and publications that assess problems with  
gaps in peace and togetherness to provide accessible solutions

Dr. Saman Fawzi
 One of  the writers

The following link will take you to the Arabic-language book:
https://www.yumpu.com/ar/document/view/67088646/-

New Publication: 
A Book on Journalism Policies Announced 



Participants in August uploaded 41 media pieces to the Tanoua website 
from Duhok, Nainawa, Sulaimanyah, Kirkuk, Salahadin, Diyala, Thiqar, 
Baghdad, Najaf, and Basra. They included 35 reports, 4 videos, and 2 
articles. By addressing institutional frameworks, local practices and 
activities, institutional and individual capacities, inter-group and 
state-citizen connections, and conflict-sensitive responses, the website's 
main objective is to strengthen Iraq's enabling environment for peace and 
social cohesion.

Two virtual events with the journalist Mr. Arsalan Rahman and Mr. Arshad 
Al-Hakm (Director of  Relations and Media at the National Security Unit) 
were held in August. The primary issues covered included how bogus news 
and cyber extortion affect societal harmony and coexistence. The Zoom 
meeting was joined by 522 people, all of  whom voiced their opinions.

Tanoua Website: 
Promoting Social Cohesion

 Virtual Events: Addressing Problems and the Media's
Contribution to Finding Solutions



Two capacity-building training sessions for 20 civil society organizations 
were held in August in Kirkuk's Daquq and Dibis districts. 40 employees 
attended, representing a range of  roles and responsibilities in the 
advancement of  women's rights.

This course focuses on Resolution 1325, the Advocacy Campaign, 
Women's Empowerment, Democracy, and the Iraqi National Plan for 
Resolution 1325, and is part of  the Women's Participation from Disputed 
Areas in Decision-Making Process. 

Women in Conflict Areas
 Participate in Decision Making 

Implemented by CDO, Pasawan Organizations in Partnership 
with UN WOMEN and funded by WPHF

 Capacity Building Training for CSOs

participants:



Every training session lasts three days. A committee made up of  members 
of  the CDO and Pasawan Organization chose the trainers. They have 
extensive expertise, a long list of  accomplishments, and a successful 
career. Two members from each CSO have received thorough training and 
are urged to participate in the project's campaign aimed at promoting the 
involvement of  women in the workforce.

Both CDO and Paswan Organization hope to strengthen the role and 
position of  women in the community in general, the authorities and 
decision-making centers in particular. We are pleased to open such 
training and courses for civil society organizations and young 
people within the border to encourage them achieve the objectives 
accordingly

Hozan Sarkawt
 Project Manager



Six FGDs were held in Kirkuk City Center, Dibis, Daquq, and Al-Hawijah as 
part of  the Rabe Campaign. A number of  significant subjects were chosen, 
and they were thoroughly discussed with the audience.

•Local services are lacking in the outlying communities near the 
Dibis area
•Restoring Daquq's cultural and historical spirit and emphasizing 
the value of  showcasing the city's historical and tourism aspects
•Supporting homegrown goods and recognizing the difficulties that 
Hawijah's farmers confront
•Kirkuk's challenges for families and individuals with special needs
•Garbage and pollution prevention, as well as government attempts 
to provide waste collection trucks

 Kirkuk Governorate: Focus Group Discussions as a
Means of  Local Community Need Expression

Category of  participants:

Total: 
Youth: 

Adult: 

The issues outlined were:

Strengthening Relationships Between
 Local Authorities and Community



Aimed at journalists and media professionals, 4 seminars on the legal 
framework of  freedom of  expression in Sulaymaniyah city center and 
Chamchamal were held for 102 young participants (58M & 44F) under the 
heading "A gateway to teaching the legal principles and professional 
standards of  media.

The project is a component of  the Rabe Campaign's efforts  to 
increase legal knowledge among journalists. In order to educate 
journalists on the ethical breaches and rights abuses that take 
place when they are reporting news items. Rabe will hold seminars 
in a number of  locations and sub-districts close to Sulaymaniyah in 
the future

Tara Aziz
 Project Maneger

Sulaymaniyah Governorate:
 Seminars on Professional Standards of Media 



Developing Steps Towards Empowering Social Workers

Civil Development Organization-CDO and the Sketch Group hosted a 
three-day workshop on pedagogical theatrical pedagogy methods as a 
source of  social work. 20 social workers have been well trained to develop 
strategies for handling violent cases.

The main 

objectives of

 the training

 were:

Improving capacity for self-reliance,
adaptability, and decision-making in
order to address societal problems
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Increased self-assurance in case 
management and decision-making.

Using theatrical mottos to increase
office morale.

Create a trusting and transparent
environment for running duties.

Working with others to develop answers 
to the social problems faced by clients.

Being prepared, making the most of  
failure, and caring about a client's 
latent potential

Self-improvement and learning from 
errors.

The Development Unit



 Provision of  Legal Aid in Humanitarian Setting

For refugees, internally displaced people, and the host community, CDO 
offers legal representation, consulting, advocacy, and follow-up services.
In August, the attorneys at CDO offered legal representation to 31 IDPs 
from Iraq and refugees from Syria, Iran, Turkey. Additionally, 60 clients 
have received the appropriate legal consultation depending on their needs. 
7 urgent cases were also referred to UNHCR for prompt assistance.

The Legal Service Department



In August, 1,009.refugee families (3,564.individuals) were able to get or 
renew their residence cards due to CDO's assistance, facilitation, and the 
exceptional work of  the government's Residence Directorate.

Located in CDO, the government's residency division is in charge of 
issuing and renewing residence permits to Syrian refugees. The 
permission must be renewed in order to prevent the possibility that the 
refugee may lose their work or have their freedom of  movement restricted. 
before the deadline.

Issuing & Renewing Residence Card for 
Refugees by the KRG’s 

Residence Directorate & CDO



Writing is a means of  subsistence for minorities, a tool to expose 
the injustices and exclusions of  immigrant life, but it is also a means 
of  making peace with the past, of  giving voice to the unspoken, of 
remembering and recovering the silent past from dominant 
forgetfulness. In order to challenge exoticism and include their own 
views on themselves, they must create, rewrite, and express 
themselves in new ways. Writing can broaden horizons, set 
examples and enlighten new possibilities

Tanya Awat
Supervisor of  the Minority Affairs Unit

The Minority Affairs Unit of  CDO has released issue number 5 of  Voice of 
Minorities, which is available now. The new edition gives minority authors, 
who represent a variety of  groups, an immediate platform to communicate 
their concerns and to promote social cohesion and peaceful coexistence 
among the communities.

The Minority Affairs Unit

The new issue is available via the link:
https://www.yumpu.com/ar/document/view/67121386/-



Civil Development Organization's facilities are open to literary and cultural 
events. In August, 10 cultural events witnessed presentation of  distinctive 
publications in the domains of  philosophy, history, and poetry:

“My Life Was in the Shadow of
Death, Kurdistan Between the
Four Walls of  Fire” by Sozan
Hamatata

The Cultural Events Unit

“Play-reading Levels” by Mr. 
Rebaz Muhammad Jaza.

“A Turning Point in the Kurdish
History" by Gova Ahmad,

"A Master's Degree Distorts the
Meaning and Name of  
Chamchamal" by Sarwar 
Ahmad 

"From Kurdish Nationalism to
Dividing Kurdistan" by 
Dr. Fayaq Gulpi

“The Other Face of  Silence” by
Nariman Hassan

A Poetry reading event for the 
poet Nazm Ali.

A poetry reading event for the
poet Soza Barznji

"Piramerd in the Manuscript of
Forty Stories" by 
Nawzad Aswad

“Anfal Ship” by Jutyar Nashad
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We have been carrying out our efforts in these remote regions in 
accordance with an agreement between CDO and Sharbazher's 
Directorate of  Education. We shall keep up our sequence of  efforts 
till we achieve the predetermined goal.

Kozheen Othman
 Supervisor

The teams of  the project Non-Formal Education at CDO continue 
conducting their activities at the schools located in the rural areas and 
Sulaymaniyah’s surrounding districts. Three activities were conducted for 
39 children aged between 7 to 11 from a school located in Sharbazher 
district, which is referred to as the lands north of  Sulaymaniyah or behind 
Goizha Mountain. The main topics were techniques to promote relaxation 
for kids, story reading, stories on honesty, subject-specific learning such 
as health and hygiene education including some energizer activities.

NFE is a project implemented by CDO and Public Aid Organization (PAO) in 
partnership with France-libertés Fondation Danielle Mitterrand and the 
Ministry of  Youth and Culture.

Non-Formal Education Project: 
Rural Development 



CDO Partners


